Innovative technology meets contemporary style for a recliner that supports you and your busy life. The Urbana Collection by VivaLift® Power Recliners is the perfect addition to your townhouse or condo. After a long day, experience the comfort of power lumbar, which can be adjusted at the touch of a button. The Urbana lets you fully recline with infinite, lay-flat positioning and experience maximum relaxation.
**INDEPENDENT FUNCTIONS**

1. The power headrest lifts your head, neck and shoulders for maximum support.
2. The upward lift offers convenient stand assist for getting in and out of the recliner.
3. The power lumbar enables you to personalize your comfort.
4. The footrest extension allows you to relax and stretch out completely.
5. The backrest moves up and down independently to help you find the perfect position.
6. Infinite position recline enables the backrest and footrest to move independently from one another so that a variety of positions can be reached.

**STANDARD FEATURES**

7. The USB remote adjusts all functions independently and allows you to charge your smart device.
8. Lithium battery backup ensures your recliner is operational when the power goes out.

**COLLECTION** | URBANA
---|---
**MODEL** | PLR-965M
**POSITION** | Infinite Lay Flat, Relaxed, Reclined, Upward Lift
**SIZE** | Medium
**WEIGHT CAPACITY** | 400 lbs.
**SEAT-TO-FLOOR** | 20”
**SEAT DEPTH** | 20”
**SEAT WIDTH** | 21”
**TOP OF BACK TO SEAT** | 25”
**FULLY PADDED CHAISE** | Yes
**FOOTREST EXTENSION** | Standard
**SEATING TYPE** | Total Comfort
**CHAIR HEIGHT** | 42”
**DISTANCE FROM WALL** | 14”
**OVERALL WIDTH** | 33”
**CHAIR WEIGHT** | 145 lbs.
**WARRANTY** | 7-Yr. Pro-rated

**STANDARD FABRIC:** STONEWASH

**COLLECTION**

1. VivaLift! Power Recliners are FDA Class II Medical Devices designed to aid individuals with mobility impairments.

Note: Measurements may vary +/- 1”. Specifications subject to change without prior notice. The information contained herein is correct at the time of publication; we reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice.

\_- Indicates shortest available lead time

Recommended HCPCS: E0627-Seat lift mechanism, electric, any type DME providers are responsible for determining the appropriate billing codes when submitting for insurance reimbursement. HCPCS codes provided should not be considered as legal advice and do not guarantee reimbursement. Payer coding, coverage and bundling guidelines may apply.

(US) 800-800-8586 / (CAN) 888-570-1113
prideliftchairs.com / pridemobility.com
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